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Let (R, m) denote a Noetherian, local ring R with maximal ideal m. Let I and J 
be ideals contained in m and assume I + J is m-primary. Then for all non-nega- 
tive integers r and s, the R-module [R/ ( I  r + js)] has finite length. We denote the 
length of this R-module by fR [R / (F  + js)] = h(r, s). The function A(r, s) is 
called the Hilbert function of I and J. Let 77 denote the integers and for p ~ ?7, let 
?7[>_p] = {n ~ 2~[n >__ p}. In this paper, we prove the following theorem: Suppose 
for some non-negative integer p, there exist ordered pairs (r 1, s 1) . . . . .  (r,, s n) 
?7[>- p] × Z[>- p] such that I r A JS c_ [E~= 1(1 . . . .  J . . . .  )(I r, f3 js,)] + (ir+ 1 + js+ 1) 
for all r,s >-p. Then there exists a polynomial f (x ,y)  ~ Q[x,y] (~ the rational 
numbers) such that A(r,s) =f(r,s)  for all r,s ~-O. Furthermore, Ox(f) = 
dim(R/ J ) ,  3y(f) = dim(R/l), and cg(f) <e¢(1) +f ( J ) .  Here Ox(f)[Or(f)] denotes 
the degree of f as a polynomial in x[y] and O(f) denotes the total degree of f. 
dim(S) is the KruU dimension of the ring S and f ( l I )  is the analytical spread of 
the ideal 1.t. © 2000 Academic Press 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout his paper, 77 will denote the integers and Q the ration- 
al numbers. For any p ~ 77, set 77[>_p] = {n ~ 7/In >p} and Z[>_p] 2 = 
77[>_p] × 77[> p]. Q[x, y] will denote the polynomial ring over Q in two 
variables x and y. Suppose f is a nonzero polynomial in Q[x, y]. Ox(f) will 
denote the degree of f as a polynomial in x (coefficients in Q[y]). Oy(f) 
will denote the degree of f as a polynomial in y and O(f) will denote the 
total degree of f. Thus, if n = Ox(f), m = Oy(f) and p = O(f), then 
f(x, y) can be represented in the following equivalent ways: 
f (x ,y )  = ~_,ai(Y ) = b/(x) = ~., c,vx"y v. (1) 
i=0 j=0 u+v<p 
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In (1), ao(Y) . . . . .  an(Y) ~ Q[y]; bo(x) . . . .  , bin(x) ~ Q[x]; cur ~ Q; (7) is 
the polynomial in Q[x] of degree i given by (7) = [x(x - 1)...  (x - i + 
1)]/i!; an(y) 4= 0 4= bm(Y) and p = max{u + VlCuv 4= 0}. When dealing with 
binomial coefficients and degrees, we will adopt the standard conventions 
given in [4]. In particular, (~) = (~) = 1 and 0x(0) = ay(0) = 0(0) = -~.  
Suppose a(r,  s):77[>__ a] X 77[> b] ~ 77 is an integer valued function. 
We say o~ is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~-0 if there exists a 
polynomial F(x ,y )~ Q[x ,y ]  and an integer p ___ max{a,b} such that 
a(r,  s) = F(r, s) whenever > p and s > p. If  a is given by the polyno- 
mial F(x,  y), then obviously F is the unique polynomial in Q[x, y] for 
which ce(r, s) = F(r, s) for all r, s -> p. One important source of integer 
valued functions given by polynomials is partial sums of a polynomial. 
LEMMA 1. Let f (x ,y )  ~ Q[x ,y ]  and a, b ~ 77[> 0]. Suppose ~: 77[> a 
+ 1] X 2el> b] ~ 77 is an integer valued function such that a(r, s) = 
E ~- laf ( j, s ) fo r  all r > a + 1 and s > b. Then there exists a F ( x, y) ~ Q[x, y] 
such that a(r,  s) = F(r, s) whenever -> a + 1 and s > b. Furthermore, 
O(F) = O(f)  + 1. 
Proof. If f = 0, set F = 0. Then a(r ,  s) = F(r, s) = 0 whenever > a 
+ 1, s > b and -~ = O(F) = -~ + 1 = O(f)  + 1. Hence, we can as- 
sume f ~ 0. Then n = Ox(f) > O. Write f = ]E'/=oai(y)(~) as in Eq. (1). 
For ( r , s )  ~ ;v[> a + 11X 77[_> b] ,we have 
r l  l(n ()) 
~(r ,  s) = ~. f ( j ,  s) = • ai(s ) j 
j=a  j=a  i=O i 
n Fr-1 
~ ) ( )  n 
r _ ~_, ciai(s).  = ai(s i + 1 
i~O i=O 
(2) 
= Ea- l t ja  ~ Q for i = 0,. n. Here c i j=O~. i  I • . , 
Set 
n( )n  
x - ~_,ciai(Y ) ~ Q[x ,y ]  F(x ,y )  = ~_,ai(Y i+1  
i=0 i=0 
Then Eq. (2) implies c~(r, s) = F(r, s) whenever > a + 1 and s > b. 
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The degree of (,*.) is i and O(ai(y)(x)) = Oy(a i) + i. In particular, cT(f) = 
max{0y(a i) + ili = 0, . . . ,  n}. It then easily follows that O(F) = O(f) + 1. 
! 
We have an analogous result to Lemma 1 for integer valued functions 
formed from f (x,  y) by summing on the second variable. We can use 
Lemma 1 to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let a,b > O. Let A(r, s): 7/[> a] × 7/[> b] ~ 7/ be an 
integer valued function. Suppose g(x, y), h(x, y) ~ Q[ x, y] such that 
(i) a(r + 1, s) - a(r, s) = g(r, s) whenever r > a and s > b and 
(ii) a(r, s + 1) -  a(r, s) = h(r, s) whenever r > a and s > b. 
Then there exists a f (x,  y) ~ Q[x, y] such that A(r, s) = f(r, s) whenever 
r>a + lands>b+ 1. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a f(x,  y) ~ Q[x, y] such that a(r, s) = 
f(r, s) whenever r >_ a and s > b. Then there exist polynomials g(x, y) and 
h(x, y) ~ Q[x, Y] satisfying (i) and 00, respectively. 
Proof. The converse statement is trivial. Set g(x, y) = f (x  + 1, y) - 
f (x,  y) and h(x, y) = f(x,  y + 1) - f (x,  y). 
Suppose there are polynomials g(x, y) and h(x, y ) in  Q[x, y] satisfying 
(i) and (ii), respectively. For any (r, s) ~ 7/[_> a + 1] × 7/[ > b + 1], we 
have 
r -1  s -1  
a( r , s )  = a (a ,b )  + ~. ,g( j , s )  + ~. ,h (a , j ) .  (3) 
j=a j=b 
By Lemma 1, there exists a polynomial G(x, y) ~ Q[x, y] such that G(r, s) 
r - -1  • = Ej=ag(J, S) whenever > a + 1 and s >_ b + 1. Similarly, there exists 
a polynomial H(y)  ~ Q[y] such that H(s) = ~-1 Ej=bh(a,j) whenever s > 
b+l .  
Set f (x,  y) = G(x, y) + H(y) + a(a, b) ~ Q[x, y]. Equation (3) implies 
f ( r ,s )  = a(r,s) whenever  > a + 1 and s > b + 1. II 
Let a(r,s): 7/[> a] X 7/[> b] --+ 7/ be an integer valued function. Let 
Ix(r, s), v(r, s): Z[> a] × Z[> b] ~ 7/be the difference functions defined 
in 
Ix(r,s) = A(r + 1, s) - A(r, s). 
(4) 
v( r , s )  = a( r , s  + 1) - a ( r , s ) .  
Then we have the following corollary to Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. a(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~, 0 if ang only 
g Ix(r, s) and v(r, s) are given bypolynomialsfor all r, s ,> O. 
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We want to apply these ideas to the Hilbert function of two ideals. Let 
(R, m) denote a Noetherian, local ring R with (unique) maximal ideal m. 
Suppose I and J are proper ideals in R such that I + J is m-primary. 
Thus, x/I + J = m. Then for any positive integers r and s, I t+  J~ is 
m-primary. In particular, R/ ( I  r + js) is an artinian, local ring and, conse- 
quently, has finite length as an R-module. We will let /R(M)  denote the 
length of an R-module M. Throughout the rest of this paper, A(r, s) will 
denote the R-module length of R/ (V  + JO. Thus, 
(5) 
We will adopt the standard convention that I i=  R[J i= R] whenever 
i < 0. In particular, A(0, s) = h(r,0) = 0 for all r > 0 and s > 0. h is a 
non-negative, integer valued function whose domain of definition can be 
taken to be the set Z[ > 012. We will call h(r, s): 77[ > 0] 2 ~ 77 the Hilbert 
function of I and J. The following question (for equimultiple ideals) was 
posed in [6]: 
[ R ]  
If  /I+J = m,whenis  A ( r , s )=fn[~]  
given by a polynomial for all r, s ~, 07 (6) 
One set of hypotheses on I and J which imply ,~(r, s) is given by a 
polynomial was given by Shah in [6; Theorem 3]. Shah's theorem is as 
follows: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose I and J are nonzero ideals in (R, m) for which 
I + J is m-primary. In addition, assume 
(i) I n / I  n + a is a free R/l-module for all n > O. 
(ii) j , / j n+ l is a free R/J-module for all n > O. 
(iii) I n J = IJ. 
Then h(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~. O. Furthermore, the degree 
of the polynomial is the sum of the analytic spreads of I and J, respectively. 
The hypotheses in Theorem 2 allow one to conclude that I and J are 
normally transversal, i.e., I r ¢3 js ___ ir js for all r, s > 0. It is then not hard 
to conclude A(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~ 0. In this paper, 
we present a weaker condition on I and J which implies A(r, s) is given by 
a polynomial. We end this section with some general remarks and exam- 
ples concerning the question posed in (6). 
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We certainly need some hypotheses on I and J in order to conclude 
A(r, s) is given by a polynomial. For example, we have the following 
positive and negative results. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose J is an m-primary ideal in the local ring ( R, m). Let 
I be any proper ideal of R. Then h(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all 
r, s ~ 0 if and only if I is nilpotent. 
Proof. First suppose I is nilpotent. Say I p = (0). Then for any r, s > p, 
h(r, s) = fR(R/JS).  Since J is m-primary, fa (R / J  s) is given by a polyno- 
mial for all s ~- 0. Hence, h(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~ 0. 
Conversely, suppose h(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~- 0. 
Then there exists a f (x ,  y) ~ Q[x, y] and a positive integer p such that 
h(r, s) = f ( r ,  s) whenever , s > p. (7) 
Since J is m-primary, there exists a polynomial h(y) ~ Q[y] and a positive 
integer q such that 
fn (R)  =h(s )  whenever s > q. (8) 
There also exists a positive integer t such that mtc J. In particular, 
I r c mts c js whenever >_ ts. It now follows from (7) and (8) that 
f ( r ,  s) = h(s )  whenever s > max{p, q} and r > ts. (9) 
Now write f (x,  y) = Ef=obj(y)x j with bo(y) . . . . .  b l (y)  ~ Q[y] and 
bl(y)  =~ 0 (A(r, s) > 0 whenever r, s _> 1. In particular, f @ 0.) Fix s > 
max{p, q}. Then (9) becomes 
s)r  s - h (s )  = 0 whenever  >_ tS. (10) 
Equation (10) implies bo(s) = h(s) and hi(s) . . . . .  hi(s) = 0 if f>__ 1. 
Since these relations are true for all s > max{p, q}, we conclude, f=  0 
and f (x,  y) = h(y). Thus, 
fR = h(s)  whenever ,s  >p.  (11) 
Equation (11) implies I is nilpotent. To see this, fix r, s > p. From (11), 
R =h(s )  =t  R i~+l+j~ . . . .  
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Thus, I r + J '  = I r+i + J~ for all i > 0. By Krull's intersection theorem, 
(F  + j s ) / j ,  = (0) in R/ J  ~. Thus, I ~ ___ J ' .  This last inclusion remains true 
for all s > p. Hence, another application of Krull's theorem implies 
I r __c f'li>_ p Ji = (0). Thus, I is nilpotent and the proof of Theorem 3 is 
complete. | 
We can use Theorems 2 and 3 to construct examples in which the 
answer to the question in (6) is easy. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose (R, rn) is an arbitrary local ring and either I or J 
(or both) is nilpotent. The reasoning in the first paragraph of the proof of 
Theorem 3 implies h(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~- 0. 
Thus, if I or J is nilpotent, h(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all 
r, s ~- 0. This is obviously the trivial case of (6). We want to concentrate on 
non-nilpotent ideals I and J such that ~ + J = m. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose R = k[[x]], a power series ring in one variable x 
over a field k. Let I = (x) = J. Theorem 3 implies h(r, s) is not given by a 
polynomial. This is easy to see directly, h(r, s) = min{r, s} for all r, s > 0 
and min{r, s} is not a polynomial in r and s. 
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose R = k[[x 1 . . . .  , Xn, Yl . . . .  ,Ym]] with x l , . . . ,  x n, 
Y l , " ' ,  Ym indeterminates. Let I = (x I . . . . .  xn) and J = (Yl . . . . .  Ym)" It is 
easy to check I and J satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Hence, h(r, s) 
is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~- 0. In fact, 
h( r' s ) = ( r + n -1 )  ( s + m fo ra l l r ,  s>0._ (12) 
EXAMPLE 4. Suppose R = k[[x, y, z]] where x, y, and z are indetermi- 
nates. Set I = (x, y) and J = (y, z). I_~t q = min{r, s}. A straightforward 
computation using [1; Prop. 4, p. 230] shows 
A( r , s )= [qs - (q ) ] ( r -q+ 1)+ (q )s - (q )  fo ra l l r ,  s~-0 .  
(13) 
Since the function q is not a polynomial in r and s, the reader can easily 
argue A(r, s) is not given by a polynomial. 
The ideals I and J in Examples 2 and 4 satisfy (i) and (ii) in Theorem 2 
but not (iii). The ideals I and J do satisfy (iii) in Example 3. These 
examples uggest hat when I and J are not nilpotent, I • J = IJ is a 
necessary condition for A(r, s) to be given by a polynomial for all r, s ~ 0. 
However, this is not the case as the following example shows. 
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EXaMPLr~ 5. Let T= k[[ X ,  Y, Z, W]] denote the power series ring in 
four variables X,  I1, Z, and W over the field k. Let l /=  (F1, F2, F3, F 4) 
where F I=XY-ZW,  F 2 = Z 3 - X2W,  F 3 = YZ 2 - XW z, and F 4= 
Y2Z - W 3. Set R = T/11 = k[[ x, y, z, w ]]. Here x, y, z, and w are the 
images of X, Y, Z, and 1,11, respectively, in R. R is a well-known example 
of a two dimensional, complete, local domain which is not Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Let I = (x) and J = (y). I + J = (x, y) is m-primary and a little com- 
puting shows A(r, s) = 4rs + 1 for all r, s ~- 0. However, (x r) r~ (y~) 
(xry ~) for any r, s > 1. 
Example 5 shows X(r, s) can be given by a polynomial for all r, s ~> 0 
without I and J being normally transversal. In Example 5, I r 0 J~ = (x r) 
n (yS) _~ (xryS) = ir is  for any r, s > 1. However, the following relation is 
true: 
(x  r) N (yS) = (x r - lyS -1) [ (X)  (3 (y)]  for all r , s  > 1. (14) 
The verification of the equality in (14) is a tedious but straightforward 
argument using induction on r. This relation suggests a general criterion 
given in Theorem 5 below which guarantees A(r, s) is a polynomial for all 
r, s ~- 0. We will develop these ideas in the next section. 
2. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR A(r, s) TO BE GIVEN 
BY A POLYNOMIAL 
Again let (R,  m) denote a Noetherian, local ring. Let I and J be ideals 
in R, such that ~/1 + J = m. The Hilbert function A(r, s): 77[ > 0] / --, 77[ > 0] 
of the ideals I and J was defined in Eq. (5). The difference functions 
/x(r, s) and v(r, s) were defined in Eq. (4). By Corollary 1, any condition 
on I and J which implies /~(r, s) and v(r, s) are given by polynomials for 
all r, s ~ 0 is a condition which implies )fir, s) is given by a polynomial for 
all r ,s  ~ O. 
If 1t is any m-primary ideal in R, we will let H(R,  1I) denote the 
Hilbert function of 1/. Thus, 
H(R,  l I ) ( r )  =fR[11'/1LV+l] for r > 0. (15) 
The difference functions /z and v are easily recognized as Hilbert func- 
tions of various homomorphic mages of R. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose I + J is m-primary in (R, m ). Then 
(; (i) Ix(r, s) = H j~  (r) for all s > 1 
' and all r _> 0. 
(R  J+f f ) (  for all r > 1 
(ii) ~,(r, s) = H , ir S) and all s >_ 0. 
Proof. 
R R 
Thus, 
i f+  js ] 
Ix(r,s) =f  R i r+ l+ j  ~ for all r , s  > 0. (16) 
A similar computation shows 
[ F+J  ~ ] 
v(r, s) =fR[ /7  +-)5-71 for all r, s > 0. (17) 
Fix s > 1. Set 1.t = (I + js)/ js c R/jS. 1I is an (m/jS)-primary ideal in 
the local ring R/ J  ~. For any r > 0, lIr = (I  r + JO/ J  ~ and IU/H r+l = (I r 
+ jO/(F+ 1 + j~). Thus, 
Ix(r,s) =fR[ i -~ i+7 ~ =fR ~ =H j~, 7 ;  ( r ) .  
This proves (i). The proof of (ii) is similar. | 
It is well known (see [5; Prop. 2.1]) that the Hilbert function H(R, H) is 
given by a polynomial F(x) ~ Q[x] for all r ~ 0. If dim S denotes the 
Krull dimension of a ring S, then 3(F) = dim R - 1 if F(x) ~ 0 and 
c~(F) = 0(0) = -~ if H(R, H)(r) = 0 for all r ~ 0. The polynomial F(x) 
is called the Hilbert polynomial of H. 
For each s > 1, let gs(x)~ Q[x] denote the Hilbert polynomial of 
(I + JS)/J~ in R/ J  ~. For each r > 1, let hr(y) ~ Q[y] denote the Hilbert 
polynomial of (J + U)/U in R/ft.  Then 
R I+JS)( 
I-I j s  , r )  = gAr )  
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R J+ I r ) (  
for a l l r~-0andH U'  I r s) hr(s) 
for all s ~- 0. We can also define the postulation umbers of g~(x) and 
hr(Y) as  follows: 
( (" n(s)  =ra in  a>0LH j~, - -  
m(r)  = min a >_ 0IH i r ,  
,,s) ) 
js (r) = g~(r) for all r > a , 
s) =h~(s )  fo ra l l s>a . i r 
(as) 
If N denotes the set of positive integers, then {n(s)ls ~ N} and {m(r)lr ~ N} 
are two sets of non-negative integers which are related to ~, v, g~(x), and 
hr(Y) by the following equations: 
ix(r, s) = g~(r) whenever s > 1 and r >__ n(s ) ,  
(19) 
v(r,  s) = hr(s ) whenever r > 1 and s > m(r ) .  
The equalities in (19) follow from the definitions and Lemma 2. Notice 
that gs(x) -- 0 or O(gs) = d im(R/ J )  - 1. Similarly, h,.(y) = 0 or O(h r) = 
d im(R/ l ) -  1. 
We now introduce another integer valued function 8(r, s): 77[> 0] z 
77[ >_ 0] defined as follows: 
~(r,S) =fR[ (Ir ("l~S)ir+'~l + (lr+lJs+l)'~-Js+l) r, s > O. (20) 
Since [(I r N js) + (lr+ 1 -t- js+ 1)]/(ir+ X + js+ 1) is an ideal in the artinian, 
local ring R/ ( I  r+l + j ,+l)  the length given in (20) is finite for all r, s >_ 0. 
THEOREM 4. A(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~ 0 if and only if 
3(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~ O. 
Proof. For all r, s > 1, we have the following exact sequences of 
R-modules: 
( l  r n J  s) -t- ( l  r+l + j s+ l )  I r + J~+~ U + J~ 
0- ,  ~ lr+l + js+l lr+l + js+l lr+l + js ~0 
(21a) 
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and 
0 
( I  r tq js)  + (ir+ a + js+ 1) ir+ 1 + js I" + js 
-",4" --..+ 
ir+l +js+l  Ir+l + js+l ir + js+l ~0 
(21b) 
For (a), fix r, s > 1 and consider the natural R-module homomorphism X:
R/ ( i r+ l  + js+a) ~ R/ ( i r+ l  + js) given by x[r + (I  r+l + js+l)] = r + 
(ir+l +js) .  Let o" denote the restriction of X to the ideal ( I r+  
js+l)//(ir+l + js+l)  in R/ (F  +1 + js+l). Since (F  + J * ) / (F  +1 + js) is 
generated by the image of I r, tr is clearly surjective. The kernel of tr 
obviously contains [(F n J*) + (/r+l + js+l)]/( ir+l + js+l). Suppose x 
+ (ir+l + j,+a) ~ Ker(o'). We can assume x ~ I r. Then 0 = o-[x + 
(F+ 1 + js+ 1)] implies x ~ I r 0 ( I  r+ 1 _j¢_ j s )  _~. ( i  r f-) js)  + ir+ 1 C ( i  r f-) 
js)  + ( ir+l + js+l). THUS, 
( ir(-31 s) + ( i r+l  + js+l )  
Ker(o') = ir+a -F js+l 
and the sequence given in (21a) is exact. A similar proof shows the 
sequence in (21b) is exact. 
Now suppose 6(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~- 0. Then there 
exists a natural number a and a polynomial P(x, y) ~ Q[x, y] such that 
6(r, s) = P(r, s) whenever  > a and s > a. From (21), we have 
/z(r, s + 1) - /z(r, s) = P(r ,  s) 
v(r  + 1, s) - v ( r , s )  = P ( r , s ) .  
for r, s > a, 
(22) 
The relations in (22) imply {n(s)ls ~ ~/} and {m(r)lr ~ ~} are bounded 
sequences. To see this, first note that for r > max{a, n(a)},/x(r, a + 1) = 
P(r, a)  + tz(r, a)  = P(r, a) + g~(r). This follows from Eqs. (19) and (22). 
Since P(x, a) + g~(x) ~ Q[x], we conclude g~+l(x) = P(x, a) + g~(x) 
and n(a + 1) < max{a, n(a)}. We can repeat this argument with a + 2 
and a + 1 obtaining n(a + 2) < max{a, n(a + 1)} < max{a, n(a)}. Thus, 
{n(s)ls > a} is bounded above by max{ a, n( a )} and {n(s)ls ~ N} is 
bounded above by max{a, n(1), . . . ,  n(a)}. A similar proof shows {m(r)lr 
~} is bounded above by max{a, m(1) . . . .  , rn(a)}. 
Set d = max{a, n(1) . . . . .  n(a)}. For r, s >_ d, 
Ix(r, s) = g~(r), 
/~(r, s + 1) - /x ( r ,  s) = P(r ,  s).  
(23) 
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For r, s > d + 1, Eq. (23) implies 
Ix(r, s) = 
s - I  
~, [ Ix(r , j  + 1) - Ix ( r , j ) ]  + Ix(r,d) 
j=d 
P(r ,  +gd(r ) .  
j= 
(24) 
By a proof similar to that given in Lemma 1, there exists a polynomial 
G(x, y) ~ Q[x, y] such that a(r,  s) = E~2JP(r, j )  whenever , s > d + 1. 
Then G(x, y) + ga(x) ~ Q[x, y] and Ix(r, s) = G(r, s) + ga(r) whenever 
r, s >_ d + 1. Thus, Ix(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~ 0. A 
similar proof shows v(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~ 0. 
Corollary 1 then implies h(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~- 0. 
For the converse, suppose h(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all 
r, s ~-0. Then by Corollary 1, Ix(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all 
r, s ~-0. It then follows easily from (21a) that 6(r, s) is given by a 
polynomial for all r, s ~- 0. | 
We can now introduce the bigraded R-algebra ~¢ = ~r,s=0 At, s" Here 
( I  r (~js) + ( i r+l  _]_ is+l) 
Ar,~ = i r+ l  + j~+l for all r, s > 0. (25) 
Multiplication: A~,~ ×Ap, q "-'~Ar+p,s+ q is defined as follows: Suppose 
a ~A~ and/3 ~ Ap .. Then ot =x  + ( I  r+a + J~+l) for some x ~I  r n J  ~ 
and /3 'Z y + ( i  p + 1 .~ ~rq + 1) for some y ~ I p n Jq. Set a/3 = xy + ( I  r + p + 1 
+ j~ + q +1) ~ A r+p 's + q" The reader can easily check that this multiplication 
is well defined and endows d with the structure of a bigraded (commuta- 
tive) algebra over the local artinian ring Ao, o = R/ ( I  + J). 
Let 50 = ~,  ~ = o S~, ~ where 
IVS + ( i r+ l  + js+l)  
St, ~ = i r + 1 + j~ + 1 for all r, s > 0. (26) 
Obviously, 27: is a bigraded, subalgebra of ~ and S:  is a standard, bigraded 
So, o = Ao, o-algebra. By this, we mean 5" is generated as an So, o-algebra by 
$1, o and So, j. Thus, if {o~ 0. . . .  , an} is an So, o-module basis of $1, o = [I + 
( I  z + J ) ] / ( I  z + J) and {130 . . . .  ,/3m} is an S0,o-module basis of So, 1 = [J 
+ (I  + J2)] / ( I  + jz), then 5"= S0,o[ao,.. . ,  an,/3 o . . . . .  /3m]. In what fol- 
lows, we view ~¢ as a bigraded S<module. For standard terminology and 
basic results concerning bigraded modules, we refer the reader to [3] or [7]. 
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For each non-negative integer p > 0, we will let ~¢(> p)  denote the 
bigraded ideal of sg defined as follows: 
0 if r <p or s <p 
~¢(> P)~'~ = Ar, s if r > p and s > p. (27) 
Clearly, ~¢(> p) is an ideal in ~¢. In particular, d (> p) is a bigraded 
5~-submodule of ~¢. 
We can now introduce the principal condition on I and J which will 
imply A(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~- O. 
Let p be a non-negative integer. Suppose there exist finitely (28) 
many ordered pairs (ra, Sl)  . . . . .  (rn, s,) ~ 27[ > p]2 such that 
Ir AJSC---[~i=1 ( I r - r i j s -s i ) ( I r l  OJ~')]  +( I r+ l  +js+l )  ( . )  
whenever r > p and s > p. 
We remind the reader that I k = jk = R whenever k < 0. Thus, in (28), if 
r < ri or s < s i for all i = 1 . . . . .  n, then the inclusion in ( , )  becomes 
I r o js  c I r+l + js+l.  If r > r i and s > s i for some i ~ {1 . . . .  , n}, then 
the inclusion in (*)  can be written as follows: 
r 
I r f) J~ c } E ( I r - " J~-~) (  Iu NJ~)  / + ( Ir+l + j~+l) .  ( , ) ,  
L (", v) ] 
In (*) ' ,  the sum is taken over those pairs (u ,v )~ {(rz, s 1) . . . . .  (rn, sn)} 
such that r _> u and s _> v. 
The connection between the condition in (28) and the ideal ~¢(> p) is 
given in our next lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let p be a non-negative integer. Jg( > p)  is a finitely generated 
5~-module if and only if  there exist finitely many pairs (rl, s 1) . . . . .  (rn, s n) 
7/[> p]Z such that ( * )  is satisfied for all r, s >_ p. 
Proof. Let us first assume ~¢(> p) is a finitely generated 5~-module. If
~¢(> p) = (0), then I r n J  ~ c__I r+a +j~+l  for all r ,s  >p.  In this case, any 
choice of (rl, s 1) ~ 27[ > p]2 satisfies (*). Hence, we can assume sO(> p) ~: 
(0). Since ~(_> p) is a finitely generated, bigraded 5<module, we can write 
zg(> p) = 5~6x + ..- +5,'6 n for some nonzero, bihomogeneous generators 
6~,.. ,, 8n ~d(> p). Here n > 1. Suppose the bidegree of 6 i is (ri, s i) for 
i = 1, . . , ,  n. Then 8 i ~ o~'(> P)rl, ~i and r i, s i > p for all i = 1 . . . . .  n. We 
can now show (*)  is satisfied. 
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__ n r-ri s-si ri ( I r+ l  j ,+ l )  Claim 1. I r f3 J* c [Ei= 1(I J )(I C3 J*O] + + for all 
r , s  >_p. 
To see this, fix r , s>p and let x~l rN Jq  Let 6 be the coset 
=x  + ( i r+ l  + js+1)  ~'~¢(:>P)r,s" If 8 = 0, then x ~ I  ~+1 +j~+l  and 
there is nothing to prove. Suppose 6 4= 0. Since 6 ~S~ + ... +S~,  
(r, S) ~ [.Jinl{(ri, s i) + (7/[>__ 0]2)}. In particular, r >_ r i and s > s i for some 
i ~ {1 . . . . .  n}. We can relabel the (ri, s i) such that r > r i and s > s i when 
i~  1 . . . . .  n (1 )<nandr<r  i o rs<s  i fo r i=n(1)+ 1 . . . .  ,n. Thenthere 
exist bihomogeneous elements c i ~r-~, , , -~, ,  i = 1, . . . ,  n(1), such that 
= C l~ 1 --1- . . .  -t-Cn(1)~n(1). (29) 
Write each a i = x i -}" ( I  r`+l + js ,+l )  with xs ~ I ~ C3 J*', i = L - . . ,  n(1). 
Let {z 0 . . . .  , zn} be preimages in I of the A0,0-module generators {a 0 . . . .  , 
an} of $1.0. Let {w0,.. . ,w m} be preimages in J of {t30 . . . .  ,/3ram} in So. 1. 
Each c i in Eq. (29) has the form c i = fi(Zo . . . .  , zn; Wo, . . . ,w  ~)  + (F  -~,+1 
+ j , - , ,+ l )  where f i (Xo , . . . ,  Xn; Yo . . . . .  Ym) is a bihomogeneous form (in 
R[Xo , . . . ,  Xn; Y0 . . . . .  Ym]) of bidegree (r - ri, s - si). Thus, in ag(> p), we 
have 
x + (F  +1 + j ,+ l )  = 8 = c161 + .-. +cno)8.(a) 
n(l) 
= [~1 
+ (ir+l + j~+l) 
[ k (lr-rijs-sl)(lri Njsl)] + (Ir+l + 
(30) 
The relation in (30) implies x ~ [F.i"=l(Ir-r'JS-SO(Ir' n JSi)] + (F  +1 + 
j ,+ 1) in R. 
This completes the proof of Claim 1. Thus, i f  ~(> p) is a finitely 
generated oW-module, then there exists pairs @1, sx) . . . . .  (rn, sn) ~ 2~[ > p]2 
such that (*) is satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose there exist pairs (q, s~) . . . . .  (G, s,) ~ 7/[ >_ p]2 such 
that (*) is satisfied for all r, s _> p. For each i = 1 . . . . .  n, the R-module 
F, f3 J~, is finitely generated. Let {Xn, xn , . . . ,  xi~(o} be an R-module basis 
of I r' A J  ~'. Set 6it = x~t + (F  '+~ + js,+a) Ed(> p)r~,s. Here  i = 1 . . . .  ,n 
and t = 1 . . . .  , ~( i ) .  
Claim 2. s¢(> p)  = En v p~(i) C.~ --  t= 1 z'-'t = 1 ~" wit" 
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To prove Claim 2, we need only show every bihomogeneous form in 
~¢(> p) lies in the sum on the right. Fix r, s > p and let 6 ~ ~¢(> P)r, s. 
Then 6 =x + (U +~ + js+l)  for some x ~ I  r n J  s. If r <r  i or s <s  i for 
all i = 1 . . . . .  n, then (*)  implies, I ~ n J s ___I r+~ +js+l .  In this case, 
Suppose r > ri and s > s i for some i ~ {1,. . . ,  n}. After relabeling if 
need be, we can rewrite (*)  as 
Ir N Js ~ [n~)( lr-rijs-si)( Iri n Jsi)] -}- ( Ir+l "+" (31) 
where 1 < n(1) < n and r > r~, s > s i for i = 1 , . . . ,  n(1). The inclusion in 
(31) implies 
n(1) | l/z(i) 1 
X = E l  Efit(ZO,...,Z~;W 0 .. . . .  Wm)Xit] + ~. (32) 
i=l ~ t=l 
In Eq. (32), f it(Xo . . . . .  Xn; Yo , . . . ,  Yn) are bihomogeneous forms of degree 
( r - r i ,  s - s  i) and "yE I  r+l +js+l .  Passing to ~ ' (>p) ,  Equation (32) 
implies 
n(1) /z(i) 
=X + ( / r+ l  + j s+ l )  ~ E E~'~i ,  • 
i=1 t=l 
This completes the proof of Claim 2. 
Claim 2 of course implies .~'(> p) is a finitely generated S-module. 
Thus, the proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
We can now prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose for some nonnegative integer p, there exist pairs 
(rl ,  Sl) . . . . .  (rn, Sn) E 77[ >__ p]2 such that 
Ir nJs c-- [ ~(Ir-r i js-si)( Ir inJsi)]  + (Ir+l W 
whenever , s >_ p. Then the Hilbert function A(r, s) o f  I and J is given by a 
polynomial for all r, s ~. O. 
Proof By Lemma 3, ~¢(> p) is a finitely generated, bigraded S~-mod - 
ule. In the terminology of [3], S ° is a multigraded ring over the artinian, 
local ring S0, 0 = R/ ( I  + J). Since fRIAr, s] < ~ for all r, s > 0 ,~(> p) is 
f-admissible [3; p. 230]. It now follows from [3; Theorem 3.2] that 6(r, s) = 
fR[.~(>__p)r, s] is given by a polynomial for all r , s  ~, O. Theorem 4 then 
implies A(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~- 0. I 
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Suppose I and J are eventually, normally, transversal, i.e., there exists a 
positive integer p such that I r N js = i r j s  whenever , s > p. Then I and 
J certainly satisfy the condition given in (28). (Take n = 1 and r I = sl = p.) 
Thus, we get the following corollary to Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose (R, m) is a Noetherian, local ring and I, J are 
ideals in R such that I + J is m-primary. If I and J are eventually, normally, 
transversal, then the Hilbert function of I and J is given by a polynomial for all 
r , s~O.  
We have already pointed out that the hyoptheses in Theorem 2 imply I 
and J are normally transversal. Thus, Theorem 2 can be deduced from 
Theorem 5. However, Theorem 5 is more general as Example 5 illustrates. 
The ideals I and J in Example 5 are not eventually, normally, transversal. 
In fact, F cq J~4~ IrJ ~ for any r, s _> 1. However, I and J satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 5 with p = n -- 1 and r 1 = s 1 -- 1. This follows 
from Eq. (14). 
3. THE DEGREES OF THE HILBERT POLYNOMIAL OF 
TWO IDEALS 
As in the previous two sections, we assume I + J is an m-primary ideal 
in the (Noetherian) local ring (R, m). Suppose the Hilbert function of I 
and J is given by a polynomial. Then there exists a polynomial f(x, y) 
Q[x, y] and a positive integer p such that 
A(r,s) =fR ~ =f ( r , s )  whenever r, s > p. (33) 
The polynomial f(x, y) satisfying Eq. (33) is unique and is called the 
Hilbert polynomial of I and J. When the Hilbert polynomial exists, it has 
three degrees, Ox(f), Or(f), and 0( f )which  are of interest. The partial 
degrees of f are easy to interpret. 
THEOREM 6. Let I + J be an m-primary ideal in the local ring (R, m). 
Suppose the Hilbert function A(r, s) is given by a polynomial for all r, s ~, O. 
Let f(x,  y) denote the Hilbert polynomial of I and J. Then 
(i) Ox(f) = dim(R/J)  
(ii) Oy(f) = dim(R/I). 
Proof Since f (r ,s)  =/R[R / ( I  r +JO]  >/R(R/m)  = 1 for all r,s ~ O, 
f(x,  y) 4= O. In particular, Ox(f), Oy(f) > O. If 1 and J are both nilpotent, 
then R is artinian. In this case, f(x,  y) is the constant polynomial f(x, y) 
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= eCR(R). In particular, Ox(f) = d im(R/ J )  = C~y(f) = d im(R/ I )  = O. 
Hence, the theorem is proven in this case. 
Suppose I is nilpotent. Then J is m-primary and for all r, s ~ 0, 
A(r,s) =IR(R/ J  s) =f(s) .  Here f (y )~ Q[y] has degree O(f )= dim R. 
Therefore, 8x(f) = 0 = d im(R/ J )  and Oy(f) = dim R = dim(R/ I ) .  Thus, 
the proof of Theorem 6 is complete if either I or J (or both) are nilpotent. 
Suppose neither I nor J is nilpotent. Let g~(x) denote the Hilbert 
polynomial of ( I  + js ) / j~ in R/ J  s and n(s) the postulation umber 
defined in Eq. (18). Since A(r, s) is given by f (x ,  y), there exists a positive 
integer p such that f(r ,  s) = A(r, s) for all r, s > p. Fix s _> p. For any 
r >__ max{p, n(s)}, f ( r  + 1, s) - f (r ,  s) = A(r + 1, s) - A(r, s) =/x(r,  s) = 
gs(r). Therefore, 
f (x  + 1, s) - f (x , s )  -Us(X) whenever s >p.  (34) 
If Ox(f) = 0, then the same argument given in the proof of Theorem 3 
(Eq. (11) and beyond) shows I is nilpotent. Hence, Ox(f) > 1 and we can 
write f in the following form: 
f (x ,  y)  = ao(Y ) + al(Y)X + ... +an(y)x  n. (35) 
In Eq. (35), ao(y) . . . .  , an(y) ~ Q[y], an(Y) ~ O, and Ox(f) = n > 1. There 
exists a positive integer m such that m > p and an(S) ~ 0 for s > m. 
Thus, for all s > m, O(f(x, s)) = n. Now for s > m, 
O~(f) = n = 8( f (x , s ) )  = 8( f (x  + 1, s) - f (x , s ) )  + 1 
= 8(gs (x ) )  + 1 
= [d im(R/ J )  - 1] + 1 = d im(R/ J ) .  
This completes the proof of (i). A similar argument proves (ii). I 
In the last part of this paper, we assume the residue class field k -- R/m 
of R is infinite. This is not a serious restriction on R. If R has a finite 
residue class field k, then pass to the faithfully flat extension R*= 
R[x]mt~]. R* is a (Noetherian) local ring with maximal ideal mR* and 
infinite residue class field k(x). If I and J are proper ideals in R whose 
sum is m-primary, then IR* and JR* are proper ideals in R* whose sum 
is mR*-primary. Furthermore, 
( ) ( " ) R =fR* 
fR i r + j------~ ( iR , ) r  + ( jR , )S  
for all r, s > 0 (see [2; Prop. 5.1]). Thus, the Hilbert function of I and J 
(and the Hilbert polynomial of I and J when it exists) is the same as the 
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Hilbert function (Hilbert polynomial) of IR* and JR*. Hence, we can 
assume k is infinite without any loss in generality. This assumption makes 
certain statements about analytic spreads easier. 
If 1I is an ideal in a local ring (R, m, k), we will let f ( l I )  denote the 
analytic spread of 1I. Since we are assuming k is infinite, f(11) is the 
minimum number of generators of any minimal reduction of 1I. If I and J 
satisfy the condition in (28), then the degree of the Hilbert polynomial of I 
and J is bounded above by f ( I )  + f ( J ) .  
THEOREM 7. Let I + J be an m-primary ideal in ( R, m, k ). Suppose for 
some non-negative integer p, there exist pairs (rl, sl), . . . , (r n, s n) ~ 77[ > p]2 
such that 
Ir ("lJS C [ ~-'(Ir-rijs-sl)(IriCIJS')] + (Ir+l + 
whenever r, s > p. Then I and J have a Hilbert polynomial f (x ,  y) ~ Q[ x, y]. 
Furthermore, O(f) < f ( I )  + f ( J ) .  
Proof. By Theorem 5, the Hilbert function of I and J is given by a 
polynomial f (x ,  y) ~ Q[x, y]. We need only estimate 0(f).  By Theorem 4, 
there exists a polynomial P(x, y )~ Q[x,y] and a nonnegative integer 
a > 0 such that 
6( r , s )  =fR 
( i  r n j s )  + ( i r+ l  + j s+ l )  
ir+l + js+l =P(r , s )  for r , s  ~__ og. 
(36) 
We first claim O(P) < f ( I )  + f ( J )  - 2. 
If P = 0, then O(P) = -~ and there is nothing to prove. Hence, we can 
assume P ~ 0. P is the Hilbert polynomial of the finitely generated 
S°-module ~(> p). If G is a multi-graded ring in the sense of [3; p. 214], 
we will let dim G = Max{ht(~) l~ relevant prime of G}. Then the defini- 
tions in [3; p. 216] imply the following inequalities: 
O(P) = a(~¢( > p) )  - 1 by [3; Thm. 3.2] 
= di-m~ m~(  >_ p)  
= dim~[S°/Anns~(B)] here B = md(  _> p)  
< dim S~. (37) 
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Now S ~' is a standard, bigraded algebra over So, 0 = R/ ( I  + J). Hence, 
there exist indeterminates X 0 . . . . .  X~ and Y0 . . . .  ,Ym over S0,0 and a 
bihomogeneous ideal ~ in T = So, 0[X0 . . . . .  Xn; Yo,.. . ,  Ym] such that .5: _= 
T/~.  If ~ is irrelevant, then St, s = (0) for all r, s ~ 0. Since ~(_> p) is a 
finitely generated 5<module, Ar, s = (0) for all r, s ~- 0. But then P = 0 
which is a contradiction. Hence, ~ is a (proper) relevant, bigraded ideal 
in T. 
Let H(x, y) denote the Hilbert polynomial of S:. H exists by [3; Thm. 
3.2]. Since mS: is a nilpotent ideal in 5:, the same computation i  (37) 
shows ~(H) = iJlm5:. By [7; Thin. 2.2], d - -~= 3(H) = r dim(5:) - 2 < 
dim 5 ° - 2. Thus, the inequalities in (37) imply c~(P) < dim 3 : -  2. 
Let G(II) = ~>_ o (Hi~ Hi+ 1) denote the graded ring of an ideal 1I in R. 
The reader can easily check that there exists a ring homomorphism to: 
G(I) @R G(J) ~ S:. The map tO is defined as follows: For x ~ I r and 
y ~ js, 
to( (xq- I r+l )®R(yq- - Js+l ) )=xy-t - ( [ r+l - J r J s+l )o  (38) 
to is a bigraded, R-algebra homomorphism which is dearly surjective. 
Therefore, dim S:  < dim(G(/) ~ G(J)) = f (1 )  +f ( J ) .  This last equality 
comes from [6, Theorem 4(a)]. Thus, 3(P) < f (1 )  + f ( J )  - 2 as claimed. 
In Eq. (24), we showed /z(r, s) is given by a polynomial of the form 
g(x, y) = G(x, y) + ga(x). Also, 3(G) < 0(P) + 1 by Lemma 1. Thus, 
3(g) < max{d(P) + 1, dim(R/J)  - 1}. Similary, ~,(r, s) is given by a poly- 
nomial of the form h(x, y) = a l (x ,  y) -t- he(y) where 3(G 1) _< 3(P) + 1. 
Thus, 0(h) < max{0(P) + 1, dim(R/ l )  - 1}. Equation (3) and Lemma 1 
now imply A is given by the sum of two polynomials whose degrees are less 
than or equal to O(g) + 1 and a(h) + 1. Therefore, a ( f )  _< max{a(g) + 
1, 0(h) + 1} < max{f( / )  + f ( J ) ,  dim(R/l) ,  dim(R/J)}, 
If {xl, . . . ,  x,} ({Yl . . . . .  yt~}) is a minimal reduction of l(J), then {x 1, 
. . . .  x~, Yl . . . . .  Yt3} is a reduction of 1 + J. Thus , / ( I  + J)  <f ( I )  + f ( J ) .  
Since 1 + J is m-pr imary , / ( I  + J)  = dim(R). In particular, f ( I )  + / ( J )  
>_ max{dim(R~1), dim(R/J)}. Thus, 3(f)  <_f(I) +f( J ) .  | 
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